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Retail-Ready Solutions
PredictSpring, the mobile commerce leader in robust store
applications and experiences, and Aila Technologies, the
touchpoint technology partner for enterprises worldwide,
have partnered to offer a complete suite of engaging digital
experiences and solutions for the physical store environment.
Aila’s industry-leading TrueScan technology and line of iOS-based Interactive
Kiosks and Mobile Imagers combine with the PredictSpring Store Associate,
Kiosk and Smart Fitting Room apps to create a complete, customizable, modular
in-store solution.
This partnership makes it quick and easy for retailers to deploy a comprehensive,
connected, and customizable solution in brick-and-mortar store locations.

ENHANCING STORES WITH NATIVE APPS & SCAN-ENABLED SOLUTIONS
PRODUCT DISCOVERY KIOSK

SMART FITTING ROOM APP

• Clienteling

• Price checking

•B
 OPIS (Buy Online, Pickup
In-Store)

• Product discovery

•S
 can to request other sizes,
styles to fitting room

STORE ASSOCIATE APP

• Endless aisle

• Endless aisle

• Real-time inventory scanning

•S
 earch via barcode scan,
ID or product name

• Mobile point-of-sale (mPOS)

• Check loyalty status
• Order and pay

• Recommend related items
• See a cart total
• Email signups and reminder
•S
 ave to online cart or
wish list
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A Complete In-Store Technology Solution
Aila and PredictSpring offer a complete, integrated suite of customer-facing and
associate technologies that provide seamless experiences and efficient workflows.
Speed: It’s central to everything we do, in terms of both product and process. App
interactions, scanning, and payments are all highly responsive—and seamless.
Ease-of-use: Based on the iOS devices consumers and store employees know and
love, Aila + PredictSpring technology and app solutions are bright, responsive, and
built with an intuitive interface—delighting shoppers and associates alike.
						
Native mobile apps: PredictSpring develops unique and customized apps using
native mobile code in Swift for iOS. This makes for easy updates and installs across
your device infrastructure.
						
Integration-ready: Our solutions can be enhanced with ID trays, mPOS attachments,
printers, and more to enable an array of use cases and experience.		
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Learn more: predictspring.com.

enterprise partner, every day, at ailatech.com.

